In the biological nervous system, repetitive-pulse signals from different presynaptic neurons may correlate to produce a specific association at the postsynaptic neuron for complex neural encoding. Here, the fabrication and characterization of a triple-emitter light-induced synaptic device artificial synapse is proposed to mimic excitatory postsynaptic voltage (EPSV) summation of the biological nervous system. When repetitive-pulse signals with different periods are synchronously applied to three presynaptic terminals, temporal, and spatial EPSV summations lead to synaptic strengthening. Resonant spatiotemporal correlations occur because the continuous activities make the presynaptic inputs correlate with respect to each other. Experimental results demonstrate three different resonant EPSV correlations generated by a combination of each of the two repetitive-pulse signals, which agree well with the simulations based on the convolution operation and the nonlinear distortion function. These results suggest that the multiple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse is promising for the emulation of biological neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the biological nervous system, neurons have enormous numbers of interconnections for performing functions related to memory, cognition, and action [1] - [3] . A neuron receives many inputs from multiple presynaptic neurons at the same time, leading to a spatial excitatory postsynaptic voltage (EPSV) summation. If the activity of the presynaptic neurons is repeatedly applied in a quick succession and lasts long enough, temporal and spatial EPSV summations add together to generate a spatiotemporal EPSV summation [4] - [6] . In addition to synaptic strengthening, presynaptic inputs may correlate with each other to generate a sophisticated cognition function for the nervous system. Therefore, a dynamic neuron program is formed, in which the presynaptic inputs are encoded and signals are extracted from the postsynaptic outputs. These spatiotemporal EPSV summations are not random, and the activity of the presynaptic inputs can correlate significantly with respect to each other. Further, it is of great interest to exploit the postsynaptic outputs that account for the resonant spatiotemporal correlations among the presynaptic inputs.
Similar to the voltage-gated gap junction in the biological synapse, a variety of artificial synaptic devices have been demonstrated to emulate the synaptic functions from braininspired computing to dynamic logic and learning, including spatiotemporal correlated logic and brain-inspired cognitive systems [7] - [11] . Periodic spatial EPSV summation occurs at the resonant period of two presynaptic inputs when two inputs with different periods are continuously applied to the two presynaptic terminals. There are a lot of optic nerve fibers in the eyes. Compared with synaptic electronics, light-induced artificial synapse is of great interest to sense light for mimicking the optic nerves in the eyes. This idea motivates the investigation of resonant spatiotemporal correlations among presynaptic inputs of a multiple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse. As schematically shown in Fig. 1 , a neuron receives inputs from three presynaptic terminals. When repetitive-pulse signals are independently applied to the three presynaptic terminals simultaneously, spatiotemporal EPSV summations are formed to result in synaptic strengthening. If repetitive-pulse signals last long enough, presynaptic inputs may correlate each other to generate a sophisticated cognition function for the nervous system. A triple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse fabricated on an III-nitride-on-silicon platform is employed to validate this device concept [12] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The triple-emitter artificial synapse is implemented on a 2-inch III-nitride-on-silicon wafer, in which III-nitride epitaxial films are grown on (111) silicon substrate by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition [13] , [14] . To grow high-quality InGaN/GaN multiple-quantum-well (MQW) p-n junction diode structure on silicon substrate, intermediate Al-composition step-graded buffer layers are adopted to manage the lattice misfit between GaN and silicon, leading to ∼5-µm-thick epitaxial films, as demonstrated by the cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 2(a) . In order to form the p-n junction MQW-diode, p-GaN layer is highly doped with Mg of 2.0×10 20 cm −3 and n-GaN layer is doped with silicon of 8×10 18 cm −3 . The MQW structure is comprised of 9-period 3nm/10nm InGaN/GaN layers, as illustrated by the cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image in Fig. 2(b) . The fabrication process is similar to that described in our previous work [15] , [16] . The starting wafer is firstly thinned to approximately 200 µm by chemical mechanical polishing for subsequent silicon removal. The emitter, collector and probe pad are patterned by photolithography and formed by induced coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) of III-nitride epitaxial films with Cl 2 and BCl 3 hybrid gases at the flow rates of 10 sccm and 25 sccm, respectively. The Ni/Au (20nm/180nm) metal stacks are evaporated using electron beam evaporation as p-and n-electrodes. Then, waveguide structures are defined and etched by ICP-RIE. Since the epitaxial films are thick, a double-sided etching process is required to obtain totally suspended waveguide structures. After protecting the top device structure with thick photoresist, silicon removal is conducted by deep reactive ion etching with alternating steps of SF 6 etching and C 4 F 8 /O 2 passivation. Subsequently, III-nitride backside thinning is carried out by ICP-RIE to obtain ultrathin membrane-type device architecture. Figure 2 (c) shows an optical microscope image of the fabricated triple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse, which is adopted to emulate the synaptic activity with multiple presynaptic inputs. The light-induced artificial synapse is a five-terminal device, which is composed of three emitters (E), one collector (C) and one base (B). Three InGaN/GaN MQW-diodes are used as the emitters to generate light and one MQW-diode serves as the common collector to sense light. Highly-confined suspended waveguide structures are used for the in-plane light coupling between the emitter and the collector. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , three 100-µm-long and 6-µm-wide suspended waveguides impinge on the collector, which is optically coupled with the emitter [17] . For simplicity, in our case, the proposed device has similar waveguide and emitter architectures. Complicated photonic circuit could be developed to change the strength of synapse connecting input axon to neuron.
The MQW-diode exhibits the simultaneous light-emitting light-detection phenomena (the Wang effect) because of the spectral overlap between the emission and detection spectra of the MQW-diode. As a result, the high-energy photons that are excited during the emission process can generate electron-hole pairs, which are sensed by the MQW-diode itself [18] . Figure 3 (a) shows the light emission of the tripleemitter device. Three InGaN/GaN MQW-diodes are turned on to emit light at the same time, and a portion of the internally generated light propagates down the suspended waveguides. Then, the collector absorbs the in-plane guided light to generate a postsynaptic output. The artificial synapse is mounted on a Cascade PM5 probe station and probed by a set of direct current probes. leading to a smaller resistance. Therefore, the current from the base to the collector is larger than that from the base to the emitter. It can be seen that the current from the base to the emitter is considerably higher than that between the emitters or between the emitter and the collector, indicating that these components are electrically isolated. Hence, the three emitters can work independently due to their high isolation resistances [19] . Spatial EPSV summation occurs when a neuron receives inputs from multiple presynaptic terminals at the same time, which is experimentally demonstrated by the fabricated triple-emitter artificial synapse. When the Keysight 81160A pulse function arbitrary generator controls the MQW emitters to generate the pulse light, the MQW collector absorbs the guided light to generate an EPSV. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the EPSV amplitude that is generated by an emitter source and driven by an 8 V, 20 µs square-wave voltage pulse (8 V@20 µs) increases and then gradually decreased when the illumination is finished. The photogenerated electron-hole pairs at the MQW collector are dependent on the absorbed photons. The maximum EPSV amplitude is increased from 14.5 to 26.8 mV as the three emitters are simultaneously driven by 8 V, 20 µs square-wave voltage pulses. Synaptic strengthening can be obtained through the spatial EPSV summation, in which the input differences are well maintained for signal cognition. The three emitters are driven by 20, 50, and 70 µs square-wave voltage pulses, respectively. Compared to a single presynaptic input, the integrated EPSV amplitude is increased for the presynaptic input combinations of dual and triple emitters, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Since the pulse widths are different, the differences can be identified from the spatial EPSV summation. The spatial EPSV summation exhibits a distinct change when the first pulse signal is completed. Correspondingly, two clear changes are observed for the spatial EPSV summation generated by the triple-emitter presynaptic input combination.
A temporal EPSV summation is produced when the presynaptic inputs are applied in quick succession. As the pulse number increases, the integrated EPSV amplitude is progressively increased and the synaptic strengthening has a saturated value. Therefore, the temporal EPSV summation will integrate with spatial EPSV summation to generate spatiotemporal EPSV summation when repetitive square-wave voltage pulses independently drive multiple emitters at the same time. Figure 5 (a) illustrates schematic wave forms of the three square-wave voltage pulses, which have the periods of 23, 31 and 41 µs with the filling factors of 22, 30 and 40 µs, respectively. The pulse numbers are 150, and the pulse intervals are 1 µs. Figure 5(b) shows the spatiotemporal EPSV summation in response to illumination by two emitters driven by 31 and 41 µs square-wave voltage pulses. Since the presynaptic inputs have the same pulse numbers but different periods, the spatiotemporal EPSV summation is composed of a rapid summation region (RSR), a dualsummation region (DSR), a single-summation region (SSR), and a decay region (DR). The two continuous presynaptic inputs have a resonant period of 1271 µs, so periodic EPSV summations occur at approximately 1271, 2542 and 3813 µs, which exhibit a distinct indication of the resonant spatiotemporal correlation between the two presynaptic inputs. Correspondingly, when repetitive square-wave voltage pulses drive the three emitters simultaneously, synaptic strengthening is generated by the spatiotemporal EPSV summation. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the spatiotemporal EPSV amplitude 378 VOLUME 6, 2018
has a higher saturated value than that of dual spatiotemporal EPSV summation. The saturated EPSV value is increased from 299.4 to 319.2 mV. The periodic EPSV summations with the resonant periods of 713 and 943 µs are experimentally demonstrated, which relate to the resonant correlations for the dual presynaptic input combinations of (23 µs@22 µs and 31 µs@30 µs) and (23 µs@22 µs and 41 µs@40 µs), respectively. These experimental results indicate that the biological nervous system may encode the multiple presynaptic inputs to identify the resonant spatiotemporal correlations among these inputs to generate a cognition function. If the light-induced artificial synapses are connected to an external memory circuit, this information will be saved. When the EPSV threshold values are set in an artificial neural network system, the decision-making processes will be conducted and a multi-level signal output will occur [20] , in which signal differences caused by the synaptic weight can be stored and extracted. Therefore, a larger and more complex artificial neural network system that performs training and memory functions can be developed for real neuromorphic computing hardware when the EPSV threshold values are set for the decision-making process. Moreover, the integrated EPSV values are dependent on the absorbed light photons, which are influenced by the waveguide parameters and the light intensity of the emitter. When the EPSV threshold values are set, the signal outputs can be significantly changed in response to the integrated EPSV values, which are controlled by the synaptic weights in a light-induced artificial neural network system. A mathematical model based on the convolution operation and the nonlinear distortion function helps to explain the integrated EPSV summation. Imagine a neuron that receives inputs from three presynaptic terminals. Let x i (t) and y(t) denote the presynaptic input and the postsynaptic output, respectively, in which i = 1, 2, 3. The temporal and spatial EPSV summations of the triple-input synaptic device could be added together to generate a spatiotemporal EPSV summation. The correlation among the three presynaptic inputs can be expressed as follows:
where * denotes the convolution operation, h(t) is used to model the linear property and the delay spread of the channel, which can also be referred to as the impulse response function. The two parameters, σ 2 1 and σ 2 2 , can control the delay spread of the channel. f(x i (t)) is a function modeling the nonlinearity of the synaptic device. Figure 6 (a) shows the calculated EPSV summation for the dual presynaptic input combination, in which the squarewave voltage pulses have the periods of 31 and 41 µs. It can be seen that the postsynaptic output is a superposition of the two presynaptic inputs, which last 150 periods. Interestingly, periodic EPSV summations occur, which are referred to as periods of 713 and 943 µs, which relate to the dual presynaptic input combinations of (23 µs@22 µs and 31 µs@30 µs) and (23 µs@22 µs and 41 µs@40 µs), respectively. Theses calculated results agree well with the experimental results.
In conclusion, the fabrication and characterization of a triple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse on a III-nitride-on-silicon platform is proposed to mimic the EPSV summation effect of the biological nervous system. When repetitive pulse signals with different periods are synchronously applied to the three presynaptic terminals, spatiotemporal EPSV summation occurs with a higher saturated EPSV value. Both the experimental and calculated results demonstrate resonant spatiotemporal correlations generated by a combination of two repetitive signals when the repetitive signals last long enough. This work paves the way for the emulation of the biological nervous system using a multiple-emitter light-induced artificial synapse.
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